Ronin Publishing, Inc. is an independent press in Berkeley, California, publishing books as tools for personal empowerment and expanded consciousness. Our name is inspired by the Japanese word for unindentured or maverick samurai, called ronin or “wave men,” because they were cast onto the chaotic waves of change. Our mission is to publish books that foster independent thought and empower the individual to become self-mastering and surf the waves.

Get our books at your local bookstore to save on shipping fees, and support your local bookseller. If you can’t get Ronin books at a nearby store, you can order from amazon.com, b&n.com or directly from us. Check our website for lastest online catalog.

“Psychobotanicals” encompasses psychedelics and their personal, social and cultural impact. “Leary Library” includes books authored by or about Timothy Leary. “Life Skills — With Attitude” include books that tell how to thrive in a changing world, become more autonomous and find work you love doing. “Fringe Series” keeps you informed about things off the grid. “EntheoSpirituality” shows how to find your God within.

Ronin sells Books for Independent Minds to educate and inform only. We do not advocate breaking the law, including the use of drugs or harming persons or property.

We make no warranties.

If you are under 18, please do not call or place orders.

Please respect other customers’ concerns and our position on this issue. We are not interested in sending our catalog or books to minors. Additionally, we do not ship catalogs or books to prisons or correctional institutions because they are always returned.
The Intelligence Agents

Timothy Leary, in his own chaotic style, recapitulates evolution from the first organism in which life a collection of memos, articles, pictures, etc. written in “future history” reflecting life on planet earth during Leary’s lifespan.

A work of social, moral, religious and scientific satire, including articles by and about people who are changing the meaning of freedom all over the world. This is the fifth and final volume of Dr. Leary’s ‘Future History Series’ with lots of fun pictures and ideas for your brain!

A superbly, creatively paradoxical book. This book doesn’t just set forth, dogmatically and

The Politics of Ecstasy

Timothy Leary Foreword by Tom Robbins, Intro by R.U. Sirius 222 pp • $16.95 978-1-57951-031-02

Exploration of human consciousness during the “Summer of Love.” Ramifications of psychedelic experience. Playboy interview revealing the sexual power of LSD; an outline of the neurological theory that became Leary’s classic eight-circuit model.

Turn On, Tune In, Drop Out

Timothy Leary Foreword Jeffrey Mishlove, PhD 152 pp • $16.95 978-1-57951-009-1

Leary at his best, beckoning with humor and irreverence, visionary of individual empowerment, personal responsibility and spiritual awakening.

Timothy Leary—is his own inimitable way— has become the twentieth century’s grand master of crazy wisdom.... —Jeffrey Mishlove

Your Brain is God

Timothy Leary 112 pp • $12.95 978-1-57951-087-9

How the Harvard-Milbrook psychedelic research moved from the scientific to the religious arena after Leary and Alpert came to understand that the US Constitution does not protect scientific exploration. The brain had replaced the genitals as the forbidden organ that must not be touched or turned on by the owners as the only way in which consciousness-change experiences could be discussed was in terms of philosophic-religious. —Timothy Leary

Change Your Brain

Timothy Leary 112 pp • $12.95 978-1-57951-017-6

For Timothy Leary, drugs are useful tools to reprogram your brain circuits—while having a good time in the process. How to Change Your Brain is a compilation of Leary’s earliest work at Harvard on “re-imprinting” your brain and the outrage it provoked in stodgy corners of professional and academic psychology. Filled with inside stories and Leary’s keen observations of hypocrisy which he reveals with his characteristic humorous cynicism.

Chronicles Timothy Leary’s experiences on 16 early, formative psychedelic trips before LSD was illegal. The “high priests” include Allen Ginsberg, Aldous Huxley, Ram Dass, Ralph Metzner, Huston Smith, and Frank Baron. Each chapter includes an I Ching reading and a chronicle of a trip, along with marginalia of comments and quotations, and illustrations.

Leary is a hero of American consciousness. —Allen Ginsburg
and his capture and return to the U.S. where he was sheltered by an arms dealer; his exploits with the account, Leary describes his time in Algeria and Switzerland, analyzing in depth the consciousness—and its purpose—manifested by each change. Musings from spinning up the genetic highway to neurogeography of terrestrial politics to twelve stages of post-cultural evolution.

Musings on Human Melanorphasis
Timothy Leary
128 pp • $12.95
978-1-57951-038-9
Humans are morphing into space beings—we are becoming the aliens. The eight circuits of human melanorphasis, analyzing in depth the consciousness—and its purpose—manifested by each change. Musings from spinning up the genetic highway to neurogeography of terrestrial politics to twelve stages of post-cultural evolution.

The Politics of Self-Determination
Timothy Leary
104 pp • $12.95 - 978-1-57951-015-2
Leary’s bedrock work. As a graduate student, Leary created a theory of personality that was a significant catalyst sparking the human growth movement and got him his Harvard appointment—before LSD. Shows Leary’s views on personal freedom when he was a young psychologist and how they evolved and morphed by the end of his career. Nestled here and there are glimpses of the ronin attitudes that propelled him and the strategies that he used to get around the system to pursue his research.

Psychedelic Prayers & Other Meditations
Timothy Leary, PhD, w/Ralph Metzner.
Rosemary Woodruff Leary, Michael Horowitz
Leary’s only book of poetry. Manual to higher consciousness inspired by Lao Tse’s Tao Te Ching (Way of Life). Includes six recently rediscovered poems, photos and drawings cover of the German edition by H. Giger and photograph of Leary in India, and essays by Michael Horowitz, Rosemary Woodruff Leary, and Ralph Metzner who was with Leary in India when the book was written.

Evolutionary Agents
Timothy Leary
192 pp • $12.95
978-1-57951-064-0
It’s not survival of the fittest; it’s the evolution of the fastest in the Human Race. Evolutionary Agents are catalysts, stimulating mutation and migration. They are “Out-Castes”—cast out, thrown forward, pushed up, above and beyond temporary realities. Intelligence is not a matter of I.Q. but of DNA. Mobility is the key to increased intelligence. All suffering is caused by being in the wrong place—move! The only smart thing to do is to get smarter.

Politics of Psycho-Pharamocology
Timothy Leary w/Sasha Shulgin, Rosemary Woodruff Leary & Richard Glen Boire, Esq.
978-1-57951-056-5, 128 pp • $12.95
Amazing saga of Leary’s persecution by the “authorities.” The Queen of Hearts-like escape trial, appearance before US Senate and interrogation by Teddy Kennedy, G. Gordon Liddy in their bedroom, Leary’s enlightened platform in his campaign for Governor of California—and more. Tim was outrageous and we love him for it!

The Quiet Center
John C. Lilly, MD
Blends science and philosophy to discovering new truths and escape the deluge of our frantic world. The result is provocative “isolation experience”. This book explores the center of the cyclone through personal experiences in the Isolation Tank.

Programming the Human BioComputer
John C. Lilly, MD

The Steersman
John C. Lilly, M.D.
The Steersman—the programmer in the biocomputer—navigates partly by metabeliefs, those sometimes conscious, but mostly unconscious, assumptions, axioms, biases, prejudices. models, and simulations that determine our thoughts, feelings, motives and sense of what is real and true. Like an iceberg, beliefs are mostly out of awareness. Explores common meta-beliefs and how they direct our lives.

Simulations of God
John C. Lilly, MD
$17.95 286 pp 978-1-57951-157-9
Brilliant, provocative work by one of the great creative scientists of the twentieth century, John Lilly, M.D. Examines the sacred realms of self, religion, science, philosophy, sex, drugs, politics, money, crime, war, family, and spiritual paths “with no holds barred, with courage and a sense of excitement”. Lilly’s purpose is to provide readers with a unique view of inner reality to help them unfold new areas for growth and self-
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From Conflict to Cooperation

How to Mediate a Dispute


Dr. Beverly Potter, Illustrations by Phil Frank

Techniques for mediators to resolve disputes. This manual shows how to intervene to control hostility while uncovering each party's perspective on the issues involved. It then demonstrates how to mediate an agreement.

Superb guide to mediating disputes. Excellent source...a basic training manual for those involved in mediating disputes. Potter's handbook is highly recommended.—Library Journal

The Way of the Ronin

Riding the Waves of Change at Work

272 pp • $14.95 • ISBN 978-1-57951-055-1

Dr. Beverly Potter, Foreword by Dennis Jaffe, PhD

The ronin career strategy is based on versatility, independence, initiative and savvy. Rather than focusing on a narrow career path, ronin surf the waves of change by building a wide range of skills and using work as an adventure. An inspiring alternative to the ladder-climbing mentality of the corporate world. Strategies to escape from "corporate feudalism" to establish yourself on the cutting edge.

Get Peak Performance

Every Day

How to Manage Like a Coach

Dr. Beverly Potter

150 pp • $12.95 • ISBN 978-1-57951-089-3

How to become a Can Do person and win at everything you do!

High Performance Goal Setting

Using Enthusiasm Achieve Your Dreams

96 pp • $9.95 • ISBN 978-1-57951-012-1

Dr. Beverly Potter

High performance goals are powerful—compelling and magnetic so they pull you towards the goal like a magnet.

This is definitely a book for "the rest of us." —NAPRA

Spiritual Secrets for Playing the Game of Life

Dr. Beverly Potter

512 pp • $14.95 • ISBN 978-1-56052-357-4

From the Florence Sovel/Shinn classic.
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Visit Docpotter’s site at www.docpotter.com

Animal House On Acid: A Memoir

Dr. Beverly Potter, Illustrated • 300 pages • $19.95 • ISBN 978-1-57951-193-7

Berkley's Barrington Hall held fast to the culture of sex, drugs, and rock 'n' roll and clung to the sanctity of individual expression. Known internationally for live punk rock, LSD parties called "wine dinners" featuring LSD-spiked wine punch, open drug use, heroin over-doses, crashes, under-age run-aways, rancious parties, kids going off the four-story roof, disputes with neighbors and investigations by the City Council. Packed with side stories, such as the dope book publishers suing the dope den. Highlights punk rock bands that played in Barrington, like Dead Kenneys, Black Flag, Flipper, Primus, Acid Rain and others. Includes birth of The Slingshot, a radical newspaper that started in Barrington, and much more.

Overcoming Job Burnout

Renew Enthusiasm for Work

Dr. Beverly Potter, Illus. Phil Frank

Millions of workers suffer from feelings of powerlessness in the workplace which can destroy motivation for work. Includes the Burnout Potential Inventory, Am I Burning Out? and Is My Staff Burning Out? tests. Index.

Finding a Path with a Heart

How to Go from Burnout to Bliss

Dr. Beverly Potter, Foreword by Michael Toms, Illustrations by Phil Frank

Finding a Path with a Heart shows how to find direction and meaning in your work and your life by finding your own path, one that is in tune with your values, one that will make your heart sing. In this work Docpotter offers a step-by-step method for becoming a "self-leader"—so that you can set your direction and have a joyous journey. Illustrations, charts, index. 356 pp • $14.95 • ISBN 978-0-914171-74-4

Feeling Job Burnout How to Increase Job Satisfaction

Maverick As Master in the Marketplace

The Way of the Officer Warrior

Dr. Beverly Potter

Audio-Cassette • 60 min. • $9.95

Interview with Michael Toms of New Dimensions Radio provides insights to empower the independent minded to rise above corporate feudalism and get ahead while enjoying it more.

Beyond Consciousness

What Happens After Death

Dr. Beverly Potter

192 pp • $12.95 • ISBN 978-1-57951-083-1

Death is the ultimate enigma. Is death the end of human experience, or do we continue in some other state of being? What of consciousness? What happens to awareness? To our souls? If the mind can exist outside of the brain, then it is conceivable that the mind—consciousness—can exist after death. Beyond Consciousness explores this critical question. Provocative and inspirational.

Question Authority to Think for Yourself

Dr. Beverly Potter


Explain how to break out of conformity. Tells how authorities use ridicule to undermine us and how to define it. How to break out of mental straightjacket called "PC".

What Happens After Death

Dr. Beverly Potter

240 pp • $14.95 • ISBN 978-1-57951-083-1

What happens to awareness? To our souls? If the mind can exist outside of the brain, then it is conceivable that consciousness can exist ourside of the brain, then it is conceivable that consciousness can exist after death. Beyond Consciousness explores this critical question. Provocative and inspirational.

Finding Your Own Path, One That Is In Tune With Your Values, One That Will Make Your Heart Sing

Finding a Path with a Heart

Dr. Beverly Potter

Illustrated • 280 pp • $14.95 • ISBN 978-1-57951-074-9

Finding a Path with a Heart shows how to find direction and meaning in your work and your life by finding your own path, one that is in tune with your values, one that will make your heart sing. In this work Docpotter offers a step-by-step method for becoming a "self-leader"—so that you can set your direction and have a joyous journey. Illustrations, charts, index. 356 pp • $14.95 • ISBN 978-0-914171-74-4

My Staff Burning Out? tests. Index.

Inventory, Am I Burning Out? and Is My Staff Burning Out? tests. Index.

High Performance

Goal Setting

Using Enthusiasm Achieve Your Dreams

96 pp • $9.95 • ISBN 978-1-57951-012-1

Dr. Beverly Potter

High performance goals are powerful—compelling and magnetic so they pull you towards the goal like a magnet.

This is definitely a book for "the rest of us." —NAPRA
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Marijuana for Seniors
Beverly A. Potter, PhD
Seniors is the fastest growing demographic of pot users in the U.S. Cannabis, a once ill-perceived street drug, can be a valuable asset to Senior wellness, especially when used in conjunction with other physician-recommended forms of therapy. In many cases using cannabis enables Seniors in reducing dependency on narcotic pain meds to avoid opioid addiction—which is becoming an epidemic.

Cannabis is much more than a “weed”. Cannabinoids—chemicals in cannabis—interact synergistically with the endocannabinoid (EC) system in the body to help regulate pain, reduce inflammation, decrease stress, and speed recovery time, as well as elevate mood and optimism—all of which can increase Seniors’ quality of life.

Marijuana Recipes & Remedies
Robert Connell Clarke, Introduction by Mel Frank, Foreword by R.E. Schultes
In recent times, marijuana has undergone more genetic experimentation and cross breeding than during the previous 10,000 years. This remarkable hybrid development was accomplished by clandestine growers new to any kind of farming. The definitive resource for current information on breeding, ecological factors, cultivation techniques, transportation, sexing, harvesting, as well as THC and peak potency.

Robert Clarke’s splendid effort will be widely appreciated . . . Marijuana Botany will be constantly consulted by a wide variety of researchers. —Schultes, Harvard Botanical Museum

Cultivator’s Handbook of Marijuana
Bill Drake
Cultivator’s Handbook of Marijuana has complete information on growing marijuana indoors and out. It is full of fantastic illustrations (over 100) and horticultural knowledge. Drake is a leading authority on marijuana cultivation. His book Cultivator’s Handbook of Marijuana includes information on the marijuana plant, marijuana and soil, working with young plants, marijuana and light, harvesting, drying and curing, making a good plant better, cultivation of psychoactive tobacco, and cultivation awareness.

The best book on the subject. —Whole Earth

Marijuana Hydroponics: High Tech Water Culture
Daniel S. Storm

The sunshine book on the subject. —Whole Earth

Growing Marijuana Hydroponically
Hans
Growing Marijuana Hydroponically shows how to grow marijuana indoors utilizing the Sea of Green Perpetual Harvest process which is the simplest, quickest method. Hans adapted it to a “cottage” approach. The time required to produce perpetual buds is reduced dramatically because the process eliminates the need to grow an entire plant. Includes a day-to-day, week-by-week description of the Hans cottage approach in non-technical language. Hydroponic cultivation is especially good for growing medical marijuana because it produces a harvest of organic chemical-free marijuana with sweet-tasting smoke. Fully illustrated. Hot item!

Growing Extraordinary Marijuana
Adam Gottlieb
Growing Extraordinary Marijuana is a concise, simple and affordable guide to both ancient and modern methods of cultivating marijuana. The author’s focus is on the traditional techniques used by the ganja farmers of India and Oaxaca, Mexico as well as modern techniques such as hydroponics and genetic alteration. This underground classic from the 70′s has been rewritten and repackaged with new illustrations.
The Book of Sacraments: Ritual Use of Magical Plants
John Mann & Adam Gottlieb
ISBN: 978-1-57951-210-1 $20.00
Identifies over 20 magical plants for ritual use and tells how to prepare the potion and oneself for the journey and gives instructions for classical rituals as well as creating one’s own variations. Finally it discusses how to process the experience afterwards to gain the maximum benefit.

The Little Book of Acid
Cam Cloud
96 pp • $12.95
Explores psychedelic experience and its effects, including creativity, psychotherapy, and spiritual insight. Reveals the acid underground trafficking and how acid is packaged and distributed. Describes varieties of acid from blotter to windows.

Legal Highs: An Encyclopedia of Legal Herbs & Chemicals with Psychoactive Properties
Adam Gottlieb
ISBN: 978-1-57951-46-1
A concise encyclopedia of legal herbs and chemicals that possess psychoactive properties - relatively unknown to the public and the legislatures. Includes how they can be obtained and use, and effects illustrated.

Psychedelic Underground Library: Nine Rare Classics
Adam Gottlieb & Mary Jane Superweed, Preface by Dan Joy

Acid Trips and Chemistry
Cam Cloud
140 pp • $13.95 978-1-57951-011-4
Acid is believed to be a powerful tool for personal growth and development. Acid Trips and Chemistry documents the effects acid has on the mind and body, giving tales of experiences of what an acid trip can be like. It describes acid’s chemistry, including formulas. Discusses the discovery of LSD, its effects on creativity, the spiritual nature of tripping, laws regarding acid, the causes of a bad trip, and the process of recovers afterwards to gain the maximum benefit.

Kava Kava: Sacred Healing Brew
E.F. Steinmetz MD
Isbn: 9781579512361 - $15.95
Kava is rapidly becoming a healthy, natural alternative to alcohol and tranquillizers, and a welcome addition to social gatherings or spiritual circles. Explores history, botany, chemistry, and culture, and use as an alternative to alcohol.

Ecstasy: The MDMA Story
Bruce Eisner, Foreword by Stanley Krippner, PhD, Intro by Peter Stafford Krippner, PhD, Intro by Peter Stafford
Discusses all aspects of heroin use: the acquisition of drugs, the administration of them, health risks, legal issues, social aspects, and addiction and detox. It provides the non-horror world with a detailed look inside a very rarefied subculture.

Opium Poppy Garden
The Way of a Chinese Grower
Francis Moraes, PhD
ISBN: 978-1-57951-068-9, 144 pp • $12.95
Discusses all aspects of heroin use: the acquisition of drugs, the administration of them, health risks, legal issues, social aspects, and addiction and detox. It provides the non-horror world with a detailed look inside a very rarefied subculture.

The Little Book of Ketamine
Kit Kelly, Foreword by James Kent
60 pp • $16.95 978-1-57951-005-8
Ketamine causes bizarre experiences unlike any other psychedelic drug. History from its discovery to use at raves. Extraordinary stories of ketamine’s effects while being mindful of what is myth and what is reality. Tells of ketamine’s dangers and how to minimize them. Information about John Lilly, MD — the most famous K user — and DM Turner — considered to be a shaman — who died on ketamine. For the lay-reader. Information from Dr. Karl Jansen, the foremost researcher of ketamine, on how K may produce out-of-body and near-death experiences. Illustrated.

Ecstasy: The MDMA Story
Bruce Eisner
Due to the drug’s recreational use, the world of black opium is a forbidden world where human bodies find themselves possessed and driven by desires which consume them in the flames of hot-blooded ecstasy. Black Opium describes every aspect of an opium smoker’s life in lurid detail.

LAUGHING GAS
Sheldon, Salzer, & Wallechinsky
Fascinating history of gas — pharmacological developments; dangers, precautions and recent discoveries; drawings, lithographs and photographs; personal experiences and ruminations.

Legal Opium: Ecstasy of the Forbidden
Claude Farrere
ISBN: 978-1-57951-2163
190 pp • $24.95 978-0-914171-66-9
Opium has been used as drug, both medicinal and recreational, longer than any other substance—over 7000 years. Today opium and its derivatives are the most controlled drugs. Little Book of Opium discusses opium pharmacology and how it acts upon the body and explains how heroin is derived and how methadone works. Information in this book aids in harm reduction for people using opium and helps people understand medical uses of opium and morphine.
Growing Wild Mushrooms
Cultivating Edible & Halterile culture procedures to indoor bottle gardens to lucinogenic Mushrooms
Step-by-step instructions, color—to introduce the 96 pp, Bob Harris • 1-57951-066-3
indoor/outdoor compost gardens.
$12.95

Psychoactive Cacti
Peyote & Other legal aspects by attorney Richard Glen
of mescaline and other alkaloids, and grafting, and extracting maximum output properties, obtaining seeds, cloning and geographical range. The chemical 133x317
psychoactive cacti, extracting active 133x215
Cultivating Peyote and other 133x151
Psychoactive Plants
Martin Bell, Ph.D.
$14.95 • 192 pp • 978-1-57951-036-7
Examines the mystical and shamanic aspects of psilocybin mushrooms from philosophical and experiential perspectives. Unlike traditional and indigenous uses of psilocybin mushrooms, this brings universal and culturally-transcendent aspects of mushrooms, based spirituality to light with practical approaches and
$24.95

Divine Mushrooms & Fungi—John W. Allen
Mind-blowing descriptions of the hallucinations from the dis- 133x548
olute and disintegrating to the mystical and profound. How to find and identify magic mushrooms. Make cultures, spores, spore prints, and eye grain spawn supported by an abundance of beautiful, detailed photos that are a must have for the amateur to professional mycologist. $24.5 • 978-1-57951-186-9 • 200 pp

Growing the Hallucinogens
How to Cultivate and Harvest Psychoactive Plants
Adam Gottlieb
$12.95 • 90 pp • 978-0-914171-56-0
Techniques for cultivation and harvesting hallucinogenic and psychoactive plants. Written in careful detail by an expert horticulturist. Glossary
$14.95

Psychedelic Production
Adam Gottlieb
$14.95 • 96 pp • 978-0-914171-92-8
Concise, readable info. Producing psilocybin in a small room for maximum output. Find mushrooms; develop stock cultures for inoculation; cultivating, harvesting, and drying the mycelium; extracting active alkaloids; using the existing cultures to seed new
$19.95 • 146 pp • 978-0-914171-89-8
Identify, collect, and dry wild mushrooms. Detailed drawings, habitat, fruiting cycle and geographical range. The chemical qualities of poisonous and psychoactive fungi explained. Illustrations
$14.95 • 192 pp • 978-0-914171-19-5
Describes the dramatic effects experienced when consuming psychoactive mushrooms. Over 100 "entheogenic" fungi are known to stimulate ecstatic states in curious seekers. Psychadelic writer, Stafford recounts the history of magic mushrooms, also called “sacred” mushrooms, and describes how these extraordinary mind-changers are psychically relaxing and focusing, catalyst to creative breakthroughs.

Sexy, Sacred Mushrooms
Embellished chronicle of author’s experiences with sacred mushrooms and sexual erotica. Features prehistorical evidence of erotic activities between 133x580
humans, animals, sex and mushrooms, and phallic symbolism, rites of spring and fertility festivals. Ibsn: 9781579512088, 200 pp, $20.00

Sacred Mushrooms of the Goddess: The Secrets of Eleusis
Carl A. P. Ruck • 144 pp • 978-0-914171-19-5
Describes how Church fathers ritually sodomized young boys, with the purpose of driving out the Devil to “save” their souls. How Church policies were created that institutionalized these abhorrent practices while systematically undermining and dismantling classical beliefs in science and reason as well as respect for women, to create a male-dominated anti-intellectual power structure in which pedophilia became viewed as a “holy” ritual.

Original Sin: Ritual Child Rape & the Church
David Hillman, PhD, • $14.95 • 160 pp • 978-1-57951-144-9
Describes how Church fathers ritually sodomized young boys, with the purpose of driving out the Devil to “save” their souls. How Church policies were created that institutionalized these abhorrent practices while systematically undermining and dismantling classical beliefs in science and reason as well as respect for women, to create a male-dominated anti-intellectual power structure in which pedophilia became viewed as a “holy” ritual.

Divine Mushrooms & Fungi—John W. Allen
Mind-blowing descriptions of the hallucinations from the dis- 133x548
olute and disintegrating to the mystical and profound. How to find and identify magic mushrooms. Make cultures, spores, spore prints, and eye grain spawn supported by an abundance of beautiful, detailed photos that are a must have for the amateur to professional mycologist. $24.5 • 978-1-57951-186-9 • 200 pp

Psychedelic Production
Adam Gottlieb
$14.95 • 96 pp • 978-0-914171-92-8
Concise, readable info. Producing psilocybin in a small room for maximum output. Find mushrooms; develop stock cultures for inoculation; cultivating, harvesting, and drying the mycelium; extracting active alkaloids; using the existing cultures to seed new
$19.95 • 146 pp • 978-0-914171-89-8
Identify, collect, and dry wild mushrooms. Detailed drawings, habitat, fruiting cycle and geographical range. The chemical qualities of poisonous and psychoactive fungi explained. Illustrations
$14.95 • 192 pp • 978-0-914171-19-5
Describes the dramatic effects experienced when consuming psychoactive mushrooms. Over 100 "entheogenic" fungi are known to stimulate ecstatic states in curious seekers. Psychadelic writer, Stafford recounts the history of magic mushrooms, also called “sacred” mushrooms, and describes how these extraordinary mind-changers are psychically relaxing and focusing, catalyst to creative breakthroughs.

Sexy, Sacred Mushrooms
Embellished chronicle of author’s experiences with sacred mushrooms and sexual erotica. Features prehistorical evidence of erotic activities between 133x580
humans, animals, sex and mushrooms, and phallic symbolism, rites of spring and fertility festivals. Ibsn: 9781579512088, 200 pp, $20.00

Sacred Mushrooms of the Goddess: The Secrets of Eleusis
Carl A. P. Ruck • 144 pp • 978-0-914171-19-5
Describes how Church fathers ritually sodomized young boys, with the purpose of driving out the Devil to “save” their souls. How Church policies were created that institutionalized these abhorrent practices while systematically undermining and dismantling classical beliefs in science and reason as well as respect for women, to create a male-dominated anti-intellectual power structure in which pedophilia became viewed as a “holy” ritual.

Original Sin: Ritual Child Rape & the Church
David Hillman, PhD, • $14.95 • 160 pp • 978-1-57951-144-9
Describes how Church fathers ritually sodomized young boys, with the purpose of driving out the Devil to “save” their souls. How Church policies were created that institutionalized these abhorrent practices while systematically undermining and dismantling classical beliefs in science and reason as well as respect for women, to create a male-dominated anti-intellectual power structure in which pedophilia became viewed as a “holy” ritual.

Divine Mushrooms & Fungi—John W. Allen
Mind-blowing descriptions of the hallucinations from the dis- 133x548
olute and disintegrating to the mystical and profound. How to find and identify magic mushrooms. Make cultures, spores, spore prints, and eye grain spawn supported by an abundance of beautiful, detailed photos that are a must have for the amateur to professional mycologist. $24.5 • 978-1-57951-186-9 • 200 pp
In the Illuminati Papers, Wilson speaks through characters from his novels and other realities to present his views on our future way of life. Includes: the HEAD Revolution, Secrets of Evolution, How to Eliminate Stupidity, Illuminati Interoffice Memos, the Position Papers of Highbard Celine, Economic Liberation, and the usual gang of lunatics, mystics and charlatans clamoring for a new social order.

Fascinating collection of mind-bending ideas. Wilson examines the jumping Jesus phenomenon, talks with Buckminster Fuller, finds a “maybe” in the universe, eyeballs Carl Sagan, asks whether God is a dope (or just plain clumsy), explores the neurogeography of conspiracy, exposes his own credo, and tells you how to have fun with your own head, right where you are sitting now.

Provides a background for ghost hunters through a discussion of the paranormal. Includes ESP and psycho-kinensis (mind over matter) along with reported experiences of life after death. To understand hauntings and poltergeists, ghost hunters must understand what it means to be psychic and how such abilities manifest themselves.

Tell how negative energies, overpowering feelings and physical effects remaining in a house from violent and tragic deaths, murders, and suicides. More importantly, HEALING HOUSES shows how the negative energy can be resolved and dispelled, so that the house feels like new, and tuned to current residents, rather than to the predecessor’s traumas. The house itself changes as vibrational patterns that have been left by years of negative emotion, violence or death are cleansed. Includes a fascinating case history long-term where recurring attacks by bird and rats stopped after house cleansing.

How to Investigate the Paranormal
Loyd Auerbach — “Dr. Paranormal” 192 pp • $12.95 978-1-57951-012-1

Have you had a close encounter with a ghost? Is your home haunted? Learn how to befriend your ghost and other tricks of the Ghost Hunter’s trade. Tells the difference between normal, paranormal — and the just plain wierd. Based on real life cases of one of the most respected paranormal investigators on planet Earth.

A History of Underground Comics
Mark J. Estren
Fourth Edition
320 pp • $14.95 978-157951-248-5

A History of Underground Comics is the most lavish collection of comic art ever to appear in one book, with more than 1,000 drawings by the likes of R. Crumb, Gilbert Shelton, S. Clay Wilson, Jay Lynch, Justin Green, Dave Sheridan, Jaxon, Spain Rodriguez, Kim Deitch, and Rick Griffin. Estren traces the roots of underground comics, details how they unabashedly portrayed sex, drugs, and rock n’ roll, flouting convention.

Unidentified Flying Objects
Virginia Bennett
144 pp • $12.95 978-1-57951-016-6

Includes the famous Roswell Incident, Farmer Bill Meier’s photographs and thousands of credible witnesses from jet pilots have been reported by thousands of scientists, and military personnel.

Crop Circles
Carolyn North
96 pp • $8.95 978-1-57951-019-0

Circles are appearing by the hundreds all over the world each year. No one has ever been seen making them. Could hoaxster created over 300 mathmetically complicated designs — without leaving a trace? What is really going on here? Over a hundred illustrations and photos from the world’s leading crropies. Fascinating!

California Jesus: A (Slightly) Irreverent Guide to the Golden State’s Christian Sects, Evangelists and Latter-Day Prophets
Mike Marinacci
9781579512569, $19.95

A guide to the Golden State’s strange and spooky sites. Describes over 100 locations in Northern, Central, and Southern California including these bizarre attractions: Haunted houses, hotels, highways, and parks; Lairs of “Bigfoot” and other elusive creatures; Ancient, unexplained ruins and earthworks, and more.

How I Became a Madman:
Parables of Folly & Wisdom
Kahlil Gibran
978-0-914171-64-5

Contrasts the normal individual who conforms to society’s class, role, law, and behavior, with one who sees through hypocrisy, semblance, power, and judges others as ignorant, deceived, or treacherous — the madman.

Healing Houses: Transforming Sick Houses into Healthy Homes
Sheldon Norberg
$17.95 • 200 pp • 978-157951-192-0

Tells how negative energies, overpowering feelings and physical effects remaining in a house from violent and tragic deaths, murders, and suicides. More importantly, HEALING HOUSES shows how the negative energy can be resolved and dispelled, so that the house feels like new, and tuned to current residents, rather than to the predecessor’s traumas. The house itself changes as vibrational patterns that have been left by years of negative emotion, violence or death are cleansed. Includes a fascinating case history long-term where recurring attacks by bird and rats stopped after house cleansing.

Mysterious California: Strange Places and Eerie Phenomena in the Golden State
Mike Marinacci
9781579512514, $19.95

California, long a Mecca for eccentric cults, has also hosted more than its share of unusual and unorthodox Christian evangelists and sects. Tells the little-known yet fascinating stories behind the people and groups that populate Californian Christendom. Filled with captivating anecdotes about the state’s most colorful and controversial Christian pastors and sects, and accompanied by many rare photos and illustrations.

right where you are sitting now
further tales of the illuminati
Robert Anton Wilson
208 pp • $14.95 978-0-914171-45-4

In the Illuminati Papers, Wilson speaks through characters from his novels and other realities to present his views on our future way of life. Includes: the HEAD Revolution, Secrets of Evolution, How to Eliminate Stupidity, Illuminati Interoffice Memos, the Position Papers of Highbard Celine, Economic Liberation, and the usual gang of lunatics, mystics and charlatans clamoring for a new social order.

Discordia: Hail Eris
Godess of Chaos & Confusion
Malaclypse the Younger • Omar K. Ravenhurst $14.00 • 192 pp • 978-1-57951-054-6

Hilarious parody of religion that reveres Eris the goddess of chaos and confusion, complete with punderous hierarchy of pretentious titles to confuse, awe and madden. Meet the Polyfather. Learn how to set up a cabal. Learn the dangers of Grayface and how to use the Turkey Ritual to protect yourself. The goddess prevails.

California, long a Mecca for eccentric cults, has also hosted more than its share of unusual and unorthodox Christian evangelists and sects. Tells the little-known yet fascinating stories behind the people and groups that populate Californian Christendom. Filled with captivating anecdotes about the state’s most colorful and controversial Christian pastors and sects, and accompanied by many rare photos and illustrations.

Ronin Books-for-Independent-Minds Bookstore
<http://www.roninpub.com/index-store.html>
Training Black Spirit: Ethics for African American Teens
William L. Conwill Ph.D.
9781579512224, $18.95

Helps Black teens prepare for adulthood in the family, the community, and the world by developing their characters. Training Black Spirit builds upon African American cultural heritage, which is all too often absent from Black teens’ experience. The principles presented here provide directives or instructions on living, as well as a defense against destructive influences, like drugs and violence. These principles are represented throughout the text by Adinkra symbols, along with a martial-arts self-defense interpretation for each principle, which teens discuss with an adult facilitator. Drawing on brain science, transpersonal psychology, and mainstream psychiatry, as well as ancient traditions, Training Black Spirit guides Black teens in conducting a personal and conscious examination of the traditional principles that enable us to survive, create, and nurture life.

Be Fire Safe!
Steven C. Shepard, PhD
Useful info How fires start. Conduct a fire drill. Make your home escape-ready. Where to hide if trapped, and more. This book can save your home, your life and your family.

RITUAL IN THE DARK
Colin Wilson
416 pp • $14.95 • 978-0-914171-63-8

Story of Gerard Sorme as he moves into the murky world of sex murders and the dichotomy between dreams and reality. This Wilson classic helped launch his career as the foremost of England’s “Angry Young Men” of the 1950s.

WANDERING OF A SPIRITUALIST
Sir Arthur Conan-Doyle
299 pp • $16.95 • 978-0-914171-23-2

Conan-Doyle’s Spiritualist writings have not been widely published, even though he is one of the most popular writers of all time, having authored the wildly popular Sherlock Holmes series.

SEX DIARY OF A METAPHYSICIAN
Colin Wilson • Intro by Timothy Leary
The erotic and spiritual adventures of Gerard Sorme—with a climax of scandal, sex, evil obsessions, and Satanism. Uses sexual satire as a philosophical medium, to bring us face to face with the paradox of male sexuality. Foretold the sexual revolution, psychedelia, and the New Age. 256 pp • $14.95 • 978-

OTHER
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